
 

 

 

Maths Policy 
Purpose of Study 
Mathematics is a creative and highly inter-connected discipline that has been developed over 
centuries, providing the solution to some of history’s most intriguing problems. It is essential 
to everyday life, critical to science, technology and engineering, and necessary for financial 
literacy and most forms of employment. A high-quality mathematics education therefore 
provides a foundation for understanding the world, the ability to reason mathematically, an 
appreciation of the beauty and power of mathematics, and a sense of enjoyment and curiosity 
about the subject.   
 
Aims 

We aim to develop lively, enquiring minds encouraging pupils to become self-motivated, 

confident and capable in order to solve problems that will become an integral part of their 

future.    

The national curriculum for mathematics aims to ensure that all pupils: 

 become fluent in the fundamentals of mathematics, including through varied and 

frequent practice with increasingly complex problems over time, so that pupils develop 

conceptual understanding and the ability to recall and apply knowledge rapidly and 

accurately. 

 reason mathematically by following a line of enquiry, conjecturing relationships and 

generalisations, and developing an argument, justification or proof using mathematical 

language 

 can solve problems by applying their mathematics to a variety of routine and non-

routine problems with increasing sophistication, including breaking down problems into 

a series of simpler steps and persevering in seeking solutions. 

 be set appropriate learning challenges. 

 be taught well and be given the opportunity to learn in ways that maximise the chance 

of successes. 

 will have adults working with them, when necessary, to tackle the specific barriers to 

progress and learning that they face.   



The expectation is that the majority of pupils will move through the programmes of study at 

broadly the same pace. However, decisions about when to progress should always be based 

on the security of pupils’ understanding and their readiness to progress to the next stage. 

Pupils who grasp concepts rapidly should be challenged through being offered rich and 

sophisticated problems before any acceleration through new content. Those who are not 

sufficiently fluent with earlier material should consolidate their understanding, including 

through additional practice, before moving on. 

Information and communication technology (ICT) 

Calculators should not be used as a substitute for good written and mental arithmetic. They 

should therefore only be introduced near the end of key stage 2 to support pupils’ conceptual 

understanding and exploration of more complex number problems, if written and mental 

arithmetic are secure. In primary schools, teachers should use their judgement about when 

ICT tools should be used. 

Spoken language 

The national curriculum for mathematics reflects the importance of spoken language in pupils’ 

development across the whole curriculum – cognitively, socially and linguistically. The quality 

and variety of language that pupils hear and speak are key factors in developing their 

mathematical vocabulary and presenting a mathematical justification, argument or proof. 

They must be assisted in making their thinking clear to themselves as well as others and 

teachers should ensure that pupils build secure foundations by using discussion to probe and 

remedy their misconceptions. 

Opportunities for Personal, Social, Health & Economic Education 

Throughout the whole curriculum, opportunities to extend and promote Mathematics should 

be taught.  Within one of the Core Themes delivered through PSHE, children will have the 

opportunity to learn about ‘Living in the Wider World’ and understanding about money, its 

importance, VAT and gaining a basic understanding of enterprise.  It also states that children 

should have the opportunity to learn about making an active contribution to their 

communities e.g. charities / fund raising.  As developing adults the children will learn that 

through money they will need to develop effective relationships, assume greater personal 

responsibility and keep themselves safe, in order to not get themselves into debt and 

understanding about ‘credit’.  For older children there are opportunities to understand 

debating and elections, with regards to Mathematics and voting systems, statistics and the 

probability of winning an election.    

 

 



 

 

Subject Content  

School curriculum 

We as a school are only required to teach the relevant programme of study by the end of the 

key stage. Within each key stage, we as a school, therefore have the flexibility to introduce 

content earlier or later than set out in the programme of study. In addition, we as a school can 

introduce key stage content during an earlier key stage, if appropriate.  

Foundation Stage 
 
The programme of study for the Foundation stage is set out in the EYFS Framework. 
Mathematics involves providing children with opportunities to develop and improve their 
skills in counting, understanding and using numbers, calculating simple addition and 
subtraction problems; and to describe shape, spaces and measures.  
 
Key Stages 1 and 2 
 
The Programmes of study for mathematics are set out year by year for Key Stages 1 and 2 in 

the new National Curriculum (2014). The programmes of study are organised in a distinct 

sequence and structured into separate strands. Pupils should make rich connections across 

mathematical ideas to develop fluency, mathematical reasoning and competence in solving 

increasingly sophisticated problems. They should also apply their mathematical knowledge to 

science and other subjects.  By the end of each key stage, pupils are expected to know, apply 

and understand the matters, skills and processes specified in the relevant programme of 

study. 

Key-stage 1 

The principal focus of mathematics teaching in Key Stage 1 is to ensure that pupils develop 

confidence and mental fluency with whole numbers, counting and place value. This should 

involve working with numerals, words and the four operations, including with practical 

resources [for example, concrete objects and measuring tools. At this stage, pupils should 

develop their ability to recognise, describe, draw, compare and sort different shapes and use 

the related vocabulary. Teaching should also involve using a range of measures to describe 

and compare different quantities such as length, mass, capacity/volume, time and money. 

By the end of Year 2, pupils should know the number bonds to 20 and be precise in using and 

understanding place value. An emphasis on practice at this early stage will aid fluency. 

Pupils should read and spell mathematical vocabulary, at a level consistent with their 

increasing word reading and spelling knowledge at Key Stage 1. 



 

 

Lower Key-stage 2 

The principal focus of mathematics teaching in Lower Key Stage 2 is to ensure that pupils 

become increasingly fluent with whole numbers and the four operations, including number 

facts and the concept of place value. This should ensure that pupils develop efficient written 

and mental methods and perform calculations accurately with increasingly large whole 

numbers. 

At this stage, pupils should develop their ability to solve a range of problems, including with 

simple fractions and decimal place value. Teaching should also ensure that pupils draw with 

increasing accuracy and develop mathematical reasoning so they can analyse shapes and their 

properties, and confidently describe the relationships between them. It should ensure that 

they can use measuring instruments with accuracy and make connections between measure 

and number. 

By the end of Year 4, pupils should have memorised their multiplication tables up to and 

including the 12 multiplication table and show precision and fluency in their work.  Pupils 

should read and spell mathematical vocabulary correctly and confidently, using their growing 

word reading knowledge and their knowledge of spelling. 

Upper Key Stage 2 

The principal focus of mathematics teaching in Upper Key Stage 2 is to ensure that pupils 

extend their understanding of the number system and place value to include larger integers. 

This should develop the connections that pupils make between multiplication and division 

with fractions, decimals, percentages and ratio. 

At this stage, pupils should develop their ability to solve a wider range of problems, including 

increasingly complex properties of numbers and arithmetic, and problems demanding efficient 

written and mental methods of calculation. With this foundation in arithmetic, pupils are 

introduced to the language of algebra as a means for solving a variety of problems. Teaching 

in geometry and measures should consolidate and extend knowledge developed in number. 

Teaching should also ensure that pupils classify shapes with increasingly complex geometric 

properties and that they learn the vocabulary they need to describe them. 

By the end of Year 6, pupils should be fluent in written methods for all four operations, 

including long multiplication and division, and in working with fractions, decimals and 

percentages. 

Pupils should read, spell and pronounce mathematical vocabulary correctly 



 

 

How is Maths taught throughout the school? 

See Appendix 1- Medium Term Plans / Assessment and Reporting Grids  

The approach to the teaching of mathematics within the school is based on:- 
 

 A mathematics lesson every day, including one Problem Solving Activity weekly, Class R 
– 6.   

 Times tables teaching at regular intervals throughout the school day, Years 1 to 6.   

 A clear focus on direct, instructional teaching and interactive oral work with both the 
whole class and smaller ability groups. 

 
The curriculum is delivered by class teachers. All work is differentiated in order to give 
appropriate levels of work and children are taught in ability groups.  For every Maths lesson 
there is a class teacher and a teaching assistant to support the mathematical progress for all 
children.  Planning is based upon the new National Curriculum (2014). The Programmes of 
Study have informed our medium term plans and subsequently weekly planning. Class 
teachers are responsible for the relevant provision of their own classes and individually 
develop weekly plans which give details of learning objectives and appropriate differentiated 
activities. Although planned in advance they are adjusted on a daily basis to better suit the 
arising needs of a class and individual pupils.  
 
Calculation Policy 
 
The calculation policy for formal written methods from Reception to Year 6, see appendix 2, 
has been reviewed in light of the New Curriculum 2104.  Teachers and teaching assistants 
follow this policy when teaching any formal written calculation.  This policy overrides any 
formal written calculation from any scheme of work used within the school.   
 
Displays 
 
All classrooms must have a number line (relevant to the year group) and a hundred square 
prominently displayed.  Each classroom / resource area should also have a maths display 
relating to current work or to targets specific to each year group / class needs.   
 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Inclusion and Equal Opportunities 

At our school we teach Maths to all children, whatever their ability. All children are provided 

with equal access to the Maths curriculum. We aim to provide suitable learning opportunities 

regardless of gender, ethnicity or home background. Maths forms part of the school 

curriculum policy to provide a broad and balanced education to all children. Through our 

Maths teaching we provide learning opportunities that enable all pupils to make progress. We 

do this by setting suitable learning challenges and responding to each child’s different needs. 

Assessment against the National Curriculum allows us to consider each child’s attainment and 

progress against expected attainment outcomes. When pupils are working below the 

expected outcome within Maths, differentiated activities including considering the classroom 

organisation, teaching materials and teaching style is considered so that we can take some 

additional or different action to enable the child to learn more effectively. This ensures that 

our teaching is matched to the children’s needs.  

Pupils on the Special Educational Needs register, including those on Health Care Plans, One 

Plans along with targeted pupils may have specific Maths related targets where a priority is 

appropriate.  

Assessment & Reporting 

See Appendix 1 - Assessment Grids 

 Times tables testing weekly, Years 1 to 4 – children work on their 2 x table up to their 12 
x tables.  In Years 3 and 4, children have individual times table targets set to achieve on 
a weekly basis.  They are tested weekly and previous learnt times tables are added in to 
revise, reinforce and consolidate previous learning.  If successful the child moves up to 
the next times table.  This information is shared with parents via a weekly sheet which is 
sent home showing the children’s score and their next steps.  In Years 5 and 6 they 
consolidate their tables through completion of mixed times tables grids, within a time 
limit, inverse division facts, square numbers and square roots.   

 Mental Maths testing weekly, Years 1 to 6.    

 Children in the Foundation Stage are assessed in accordance with the EYFS curriculum. 

 SAT’s – These take place in Years 2 and 6 and are analysed to inform planning.  They are 

also used to report a level for English and Maths, to parents at the end of the school 

academic year.  

 Marking and presentation – See section below.   
 

 

 



Teachers are expected to adhere to the schools presentation policy when guiding children as 

to how to present their work.  We assess children’s work in Maths by making informal 

judgements as we observe them during each Maths lesson. On completion of a piece of work, 

the teacher marks the work and comments as necessary, in line with the marking policy. At 

the end of a unit of work, the teacher makes a summary judgement about the work of each 

pupil if they are emerging, working at expected or exceeding the unit outcome. We use this as 

a basis for assessing the progress of the child at the end of the year. The Maths subject leader 

keeps samples of children’s work in a portfolio. These demonstrate what the expected end of 

year outcomes are in Maths for each year group. 

Homework  
Refer to homework policy 

 Mathletics - in Key Stage 2, Years 5 and 6 will be set weekly activities, whether in class 
or as homework, relating to the topics they are learning at school via Mathletics.  
Children will have access to the whole website once they have completed their set 
work/homework.   

 Abacus – Year 2 upwards.  Teachers have the availability to  set homework from the 
‘New Abacus’ online platform 

 Year 6 – In preparation for SAT’s, Rising Stars ‘Achieve Level....’ will be set as homework. 
(Only for the academic year 2014/2015).  Occasionally, past paper questions will also be 
sent home and set as homework.   
 

Resources 

The school is well resourced for the teaching of Maths. Where new units and programmes of 
study have been introduced with the new curriculum, budgets have been allocated to the 
subject leaders to resource these areas to support teaching and learning.  Resources which are 
not used or required regularly are stored centrally and accessed by teachers at the beginning 
of a topic / concept.  We do not follow any specific schemes for the teaching of Maths, 
however resources include materials from Abacus, Rising Stars, Scholastic and Mathletics.   
 

Monitoring and Review 

Monitoring of the standards of children’s work and of the quality of teaching in Maths is the 

responsibility of the Maths subject leader. The work of the Maths subject leader also involves 

supporting colleagues in the teaching of Maths, being informed about current developments 

in the subject, and providing a strategic lead and direction for the subject in the school.  The 

monitoring and review is completed through book scrutiny, lesson observations, pupil 

perceptions, staff discussions, training and audit of resources.   

Policy Review 

This policy was written September 2014 by the Maths Subject Leader and Senior Management 

Team and will be reviewed every 3 years unless the need for review arises beforehand



Appendix 1 

 
Curriculum objective Year 1  

 

Evidence date Evidence date Evidence date Evidence date Evidence date Evidence date 

● To read and write numbers from 1 to 20 in numerals (digits) and words 
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● When given a number, identify one more and one less. 
 

      

● To count in multiples of  a) ten  b) five,  c) two       

● To count, read and write numbers to 100 in numerals       

● To count to and across 100, forwards and backwards, beginning with 0 or 1, or from any given number        

● To identify and represent numbers using objects and pictorial representations including the number line, and use the language of: equal to, more than, less than (fewer), most, least.       

● To solve simple one-step problems that involve addition using concrete objects and pictorial representations, and missing number problems such as: 7 =     + 2.   
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● To solve simple one-step problems that involve subtraction, using concrete objects and pictorial representations, and missing number problems such as: 7 =      - 9.        

 ● To add and subtract one-digit numbers to 20 (9 + 9, 18 – 9),, including zero        

● To add and subtract two-digit numbers to 20       

● To represent and use number bonds to 20 (and within).       

● To represent and use related subtraction facts within 20.         

● To read, write and interpret mathematical statements involving addition (+), subtraction (–) and equals (=) signs.       

● To count in a) 2s, b) 5s and c)10s.  M
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● To solve one-step problems involving division, calculating the answer using concrete objects, pictorial representations and arrays with the support of the teacher       

● To solve one-step problems involving multiplication, calculating the answer using concrete objects, pictorial representations and arrays with the support of the teacher        

● To complete simple number patterns       

● To double single digit numbers       

● To solve simple half and quarter problems.   F
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● To recognise, find and name a) a half as one of two equal parts of an object, shape and quantity.         

● To recognise, find and name b). A quarter as one of four equal parts of an object, shape and quantity.         

● To tell the time to the hour and half past the hour and draw the hands on a clock face to show these times.  To use times in real life examples e.g. at 7.00 in the morning I wake up.   
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● To use „date‟ words, in real life examples, such as days, weeks and months.         

● To recognise and know the value of different denominations of coins and notes       

● To sequence events in chronological order using language such as: before and after, next, first, today, yesterday, tomorrow, morning, afternoon and evening.        

● To measure and begin to record the following: time (hours, minutes, seconds).         

● To measure and begin to record the following: capacity and volume        

● To measure and begin to record the following : mass or weight        

● To measure and begin to record the following:  lengths and heights       

●  To compare, describe and solve practical problems for:  a)  lengths and heights (long/short, longer/shorter, tall/short, double/half) 
b)  time (quicker, slower, earlier, later)  c) capacity and volume (full/empty, more than, less than, quarter) d). mass or weight (heavy/light, heavier than, lighter than) 

      

● To describe position, directions and movements, including half, quarter and three- quarter turns. 
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● To order and arrange objects in shapes and patterns       

.● To recognise and name common 2D and 3D shapes, including: a) 2D shapes (rectangles (including squares), circles and triangles), b) including: 3D shapes (cuboids (including cubes), 
pyramids and spheres). 

      

  
● To recognise and name common 2D and 3D shapes, in a). different sizes, b). from everyday objects 

      



 
 
Curriculum objective Year 2 

 

Evidence date Evidence date Evidence date Evidence date Evidence date Evidence date 

● To use place value and number facts to solve problems.   
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● To a) read and b) write numbers to at least 100 in words and in digits.         

● To use <, > and = signs.To compare and order numbers from 0 up to 100;        

● To compare and order numbers from 0 up to 100;        

● To identify, represent and estimate numbers using different representations, including the number lines.       

● To recognise the place value of each digit in a two-digit number (tens, ones).       

● To count a) forwards and b) backwards in tens from any number       

● To count in steps of 2, 3, and 5 from 0.         

● To recognise and use the inverse relationship between addition and subtraction and use this to check calculations and missing number problems. 
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● To show that addition can be done in any order (commutative) and subtraction cannot.       

To add and subtract using concrete objects, pictorial representations, and mentally, including: a) a two-digit number and ones; b) a two-digit number and tens; c)  two two-digit numbers; d) adding three one-digit 
numbers. 

      

● To recall and use addition and subtraction facts to 20 fluently, and derive and use related facts up to 100.       

● To solve problems with addition and subtraction: Applying their increasing knowledge of mental and written methods / strategies.       

● To solve problems with addition and subtraction: Using concrete objects and pictorial representations, including those involving numbers, quantities and measures       

 ● To solve one step problems involving multiplication and division, using materials, arrays, repeated addition, mental methods and multiplication and division facts, including problems in contexts. 
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 ● To show that multiplication of two numbers can be done in any order (commutative) and division for one number by another cannot.       

● To recognise and use the inverse relationship between multiplication and division in calculations. 
 

      

● To calculate mathematical statements for multiplication and division within the multiplication tables and write them using multiplication, division and equals signs.       

● To recall and use multiplication facts and division facts for the 2,5,10 multiplication tables, including recognising odd and even numbers.         

● To count in multiples of 3,4, 6 and 8.         

● To solve simple problems in a practical context involving addition and subtraction of money of the same unit, including giving change 
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● To count in fractions up to 10 starting from any number.  E.g. 0, 1 ½, 2, 2 ½, 3, 3 ½ etc.         
● To write simple fractions ½ of 6 = 3, and recognise the equivalence of two quarters and one half.       

● To recognise, find, name and  write fractions 
1/3, 

1/4, 
2/4 and 

¾
 of a a) quantity, b) set of objects, c) a shape, d) a length.         

● To tell and write the time to five minutes, including quarter past/to the hour and draw the hands on a clock face to show these times. 
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● To compare and sequence intervals of time.       

● To solve simple money problems in a practical context.         

● To a) recognise and use the symbols for pounds and pence; b) combine amounts to make a particular value c) To find different combinations of coins that equal the same amounts of money 
 

      

● To read relevant scales to the nearest numbered unit       

● To compare and order lengths, mass, volume/capacity and record the results using >, < and =.       

● To choose and use appropriate standard units to estimate and measure length/ height in any direction(m/cm/mm); mass (kg/g); temperature (°C); volume and capacity (litres/ml) to the nearest 

appropriate unit using rulers, scales, thermometers and measuring vessels. 
      

● To use mathematical vocabulary to describe position, direction and movement, including distinguishing between rotation as a turn and in terms of right angles for quarter, half and three quarter turns (clockwise 
and anti-clockwise) and movement in a straight line. 
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● To order and arrange combinations of mathematical objects in patterns.       

● To compare and sort common 2D and 3D shapes and everyday objects.       

● To identify and describe the properties of 3D shapes including the number of edges, vertices and faces. 

 
      

● To identify 2D shapes on the surface of 3D shapes, for example circle on a cylinder and a triangle on a pyramid. 

 
      

● To identify and describe the properties of 2D shapes, including the number of sides and symmetry in a vertical line.       

● To ask and answer questions about totalling and compare categorical data. 
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● To ask and answer simple questions by counting the number of object in each category and sorting the categories by quantity.       
● To interpret and construct simple a) pictograms, b) tally charts, c) block diagrams and d) simple tables.       



 
Curriculum objective Year 3 

 

Evidence date Evidence date Evidence date Evidence date Evidence date Evidence date 

● To solve number problems and practical problems involving these below ideas:  
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● To read and write numbers up to 1000 in numerals and in words       

● To identify, represent and estimate numbers using different representations        

● To compare and order numbers up to 1000.       

 ● To recognise the place value of each digit in a three-digit number (hundreds, tens, ones).       

● To find 10 or 100 more or less than a given number.       

● To count from 0 in multiples a) 50 and 100, b) 4 and 8       

● To solve problems, including missing number problems, using number facts, place value, and more complex addition and subtraction. 
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● To solve problems, including word problems, using number facts, place value, and more complex addition and subtraction.       

● To estimate the answer to a calculation and use inverse operations to check answers       

● To add numbers with up to three digits, using the efficient written methods of columnar addition        

● To subtract numbers with up to three digits, using the efficient written methods of columnar subtraction       

● To add and subtract numbers mentally, including:●   a three-digit number and ones       

● To add and subtract numbers mentally, including:●   a three-digit number and tens       

● To add and subtract numbers mentally, including:●   a three-digit number and hundreds       

● To solve problems, including missing number problems, involving multiplication and division, including integer scaling problems and correspondence problems in which n objects are connected to m objects 
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● To solve problems, including missing number problems, involving multiplication and division, including integer scaling problems and correspondence problems in which n objects are connected to m objects       

● To write and calculate mathematical statements for multiplication using the multiplication tables that they know, including for two-digit numbers times one-digit numbers, using mental and progressing to formal 

written methods 

      

● To write and calculate mathematical statements for division using the multiplication tables/facts that they know.          

● To recall and use multiplication and division facts for the 3,4, 6 and 8 multiplication tables        

● To count in multiples of 7 and 9.         

● To solve problems that involve all of the below (fractions strand) 
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 ● To compare and order unit fractions, and fractions with the same denominators.        

● To add and subtract fractions with the same denominator within one whole (
5/7 + 

1/7 = 
6/7).  

      

● To recognise and show, using diagrams, equivalent fractions with small denominators        

● To recognise and use fractions as numbers: unit fractions and non-unit fractions with small denominators. (1/4 + ¾ = 1)       

● To recognise, find and write fractions of a discrete set of objects: unit fractions and non-unit fractions with small denominators.       

● a)To count up and down in tenths; b) to recognise that tenths arise from dividing an object into 10 equal parts and in dividing one-digit numbers by 10.       

● To compare durations of events, for example to calculate the time taken by particular events or tasks  
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● To know the number of seconds in a minute and the number of days in each month, year and leap year       

.● To estimate and read time with increasing accuracy to the nearest minute; record and compare time in terms of seconds, minutes, hours and o‟clock; use vocabulary such as am/pm, morning, afternoon, noon and 
midnight. 

      

● To tell and write the Roman numerals from I to XII        

● To tell (read) and write the time from an analogue clock (12-hour) and 24-hour clock.         

● To add and subtract amounts of money to give change, using both £ and p in practical contexts       

● To measure the perimeter of simple 2D shapes       

..● To measure, compare, add and subtract: a) lengths (m/cm/mm); b)  mass (kg/g)  c) volume/capacity (l/ml).       

.● To identify horizontal, vertical, perpendicular and parallel lines in relation to other lines. 
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● To identify a) right angles, b) recognise that two right angles make a half-turn, c) three make three quarters of a turn and d) four a complete turn; e) identify whether angles are greater than or less than a right 
angle 

      

● To recognise angles as a property of shape and associate angles with turning       

 ● a) To draw 2D shapes, b) make 3D shapes using modelling materials; c) recognise 3D shapes in different orientations and describe them with increasing accuracy       

● To interpret and present data using a) bar charts, b) pictograms and c) tables S
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● To solve a) one-step and b) two-step questions such as „How many more?‟ and „How many fewer?‟ using information presented in scaled bar charts and pictograms and tables.       



 
Curriculum objective Year 4 

 

Evidence date Evidence date Evidence date Evidence date Evidence date Evidence date 

● To read Roman numerals to 100 (I to C) and understand how, over time, the numeral system changed to include the concept of zero and place value. 
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● To solve number and practical problems that involve place value.         

● To round any number to the nearest 10, 100 or 1000       

.● To identify, represent and estimate numbers using different representations.       

.● To order and compare numbers beyond 1000.       

● To recognise the place value of each digit in a four-digit number (thousands, hundreds, tens, and ones).       

.● To count backwards through zero to include negative numbers.         

.● To find a) 100, b).1000 more or less than a given number.       

● To count in multiples of 6, 7, 9, 25, 1000       

● To solve mental calculations, that involve place value, with increasingly large numbers. 
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● To solve a) addition and b) subtraction two-step problems in contexts, deciding which operations and methods to use and why       

● To a) estimate and b) use inverse operations to check answers to a calculation.       

.● To a) add and b) subtract numbers with up to four digits using the efficient written methods of columnar addition and subtraction where appropriate.       

● To solve problems involving multiplying and dividing, including using the distributive law and harder multiplication problems such as which n objects are connected to m objects  
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● To multiply a) two-digit and b) three-digit numbers by a one-digit number using formal written layout       

● To recognise and use factor pairs and commutativity in mental calculations.       

.● To use place value, known and derived facts to a) multiply and b) divide mentally, including: c) multiplying by 0 and 1; d) dividing by 1; e). multiplying together 3 numbers       

. ● To recall a) multiplication facts for multiplication tables up to 12 × 12. And b) division facts for 12x12 tables.         

● To solve simple measure and money problems involving fractions and decimals to two decimal places. 
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● To compare numbers with the same number of decimal places up to two decimal places       

● To round decimals with one decimal place to the nearest whole number.         

● To find the effect of dividing a one- or two-digit number by 10 and 100, identifying the value of the digits in the answer as units, tenths and hundredths.       

● To recognise and write decimal equivalents of any number of tenths or hundredths.       

● To recognise and write decimal equivalents to 
1/4; 

1/2; 
¾

. 
      

● To recognise and write decimal equivalents of any number of 10ths or 100ths.  E.g 1/10 = 0.1 or 1/100 = 0.01        

● To be able to a). add and b) subtract fractions with the same denominator.  E.g 7/8 – 3/8 = 4/8        

● To recognise and show, using diagrams, families of common equivalent fractions.       

● To count up and down in hundredths; recognise that hundredths arise when dividing an object by a hundred and dividing tenths by ten.       

● To solve problems involving increasingly harder fractions to calculate quantities, and fractions to divide quantities, including non-unit fractions where the answer is a whole number for example: 3/5 

of 100.  Reduce an amount by 2/5 e.g. £100 TV is reduced by 2/5.  (i.e. 40% Year 5 objective to change fractions to percentages).  

      

● To solve problems involving converting from hours to minutes; minutes to seconds; years to months; week to days.   
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● To read, write and convert time between analogue and digital (12- and 24-hour clocks).         

● To solve problems involving converting from hours to minutes; minutes to seconds; years to months; weeks to days.         

● To estimate, compare and calculate different measures, including money in pounds and pence.       

● To find the area of rectilinear shapes by counting squares.         

● To measure and calculate the perimeter of a rectilinear figure (including squares) in centimetres and metres        

● To convert between different units of measure (for example, kilometre to metre; hour to minute) – evidence to show the different units of measure child can convert between.         

● To plot specified points and draw sides to complete a given polygon 
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● To translate shapes by describing movements between positions as translations of a given unit to the left/right and up/down.       

● To describe positions on a 2D grid as coordinates in the first quadrant.       

● To complete a simple symmetric figure with respect to a specific line of symmetry.       

.● To identify lines of symmetry in 2D shapes presented in different orientations.       

● To identify a) acute and obtuse angles and b) compare and order angles up to two right angles by size.       

.● To compare and classify geometric shapes, including quadrilaterals and triangles, based on their properties and sizes.       

 ● To use a range of scales when interpreting and presenting data.   
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● To solve a) comparison, b) sum and c) difference problems using information presented in bar charts, pictograms, tables and simple line graphs.       

● To interpret and present discrete and continuous data using appropriate graphical methods, including a) bar charts and b) line/time graphs.       

 



 
Curriculum objective Year 5 

 

Evidence date Evidence date Evidence date Evidence date Evidence date Evidence date 

● To read Roman numerals to 1000 (M) 
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● To recognise years written in Roman Numerals       

● To solve number problems and practical problems that involve all of the taught Number and Place Value Objectives       

● To round any number up to 1,000,000 to the nearest a).10, b) 100, c) 1000, d). 10,000 and e). 100,000        

● To interpret negative numbers in context, count forwards and backwards with positive and negative whole numbers through zero.         

● To count a) forwards or b) backwards in steps of powers of 10 for any given number up to 1,000,000.        

● To a). read, b) write, c). Order and d) compare numbers to at least 1,000,000 and e). Determine the value of each digit.         

● To solve a) addition and b) subtraction multi-step problems in context, deciding what operations and methods to use (mental strategies and / or formal written strategies).   
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● To solve problems involving numbers up to „three‟ decimal places       

● To use rounding to check answers to calculations and determine, in the context of a problem, levels of accuracy       

● To a) add and b) subtract (mentally) using increasingly large numbers.         

● To a) add and b) subtract whole numbers with more than 4 digits using written methods (columnar + and -)       

● To solve problems, involving mult iplication and division, including scaling by simple fractions and problems involving simple rates.   
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● To solve problems, involving addition, subtraction, multiplicat ion and division and a combination of these, including underst anding the meaning of the equals sign.         

● To a) mult iply and b) divide numbers mentally drawing upon known facts        

● To recognise and use a) square numbers and b) cube numbers        

● To a) multiply and b) divide numbers up to 4 digits by a 1digit number or 2 digit number using an efficient written method, including long multiplication for two-digit numbers and short division (1 digit 

numbers) and interpret remainders appropriately for the context.   

      

● To establish whether a number up to 100 is a a) prime and b) recall prime numbers up to 19.         

● To know and use the vocabulary of a) prime numbers, b) prime factors and c) composite (non-prime) numbers       

● To solve problems using multiplication and division, where large numbers are used by decomposing them into factors       

● To a) mult iply and b) divide whole numbers and those involving decimals by 10, 100 and 1000.         

● To identify multiples and factors including f inding all factor pairs of a number and common factors of two numbers.         

● To recognise the % symbol and understand that per cent relates to “number of parts per hundred”, and write percentages as a fraction with denominator hundred, and as a decimal fraction.   
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● To solve number problems up to 3 decimal places       

● To a) read, b) write, c) order and d) compare numbers with up to 3 decimal places       

● To round decimals with 2 decimal places to the nearest a) whole number and b) to one decimal place.         

● To recognise and use 1000ths and relate them to a) 10ths, b) 100ths and c) decimal equivalents.         

● To a) identify, b) name and c) write equivalent fractions of a given fraction, represented visually, including tenths and hundredths.         

● To a) read and b) write decimal numbers as fractions for example, 0.71 = 71/100       

● To multiply a) proper fractions and b) mixed numbers by whole numbers, supported by materials and diagrams.         

● To a) add and b) subtract fractions with the same denominator and multiples of the same number       

● To recognise a) mixed numbers and b) improper fractions and convert from one form to the other; c) write mathematical statements > 1 as a mixed number: 2/5 + 4/5 = 6/5 = 11/5       

● To a) compare and b) order fractions whose denominators are all multiples of the same number.        

● To use all four operations a) adding, b) subtracting, c) multiplication and d) division to solve problems involving units of measure (e.g. length, mass, volume, money) using decimal notation including scaling.   
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● To solve problems involving converting between units of time.         

● To estimate the area of irregular shapes       

● To a) recognise and b) estimate volume and capacity       

● To calculate and compare the area of squares and rectangles including using standard units, square centimetres and square metres and estimate the area of irregular shapes.        

● To measure and calculate the perimeter of composite rectilinear shapes in cm and m       

● To understand and use basic equivalence between metric and common imperial units such as inches, pounds and pints.         

● To convert between different units of measure e.g. Km to m, m to cm, cm to mm, kg to g and l to ml).        

● To distinguish between regular and irregular polygons, based on reasoning about equal sides and angles.          

● To use the properties of rectangles to deduce related facts and find missing lengths and angles.   
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● To a) identify, b) describe and c) represent the position of a shape following a reflection or translation using the appropriate language, and know that the shape has not changed.         

● To draw shapes using given dimensions and angles       

● To a) know angles are measured in degrees and can estimate  and compare acute, obtuse and reflex angles, b) draw a given angle, writing in degrees its size and measuring angles in degrees       

● To identify a) angles at a point and one whole turn total 360) b). angles at a point on a straight line and a ½ turn (total 180) c) other multiples of 90       

● To identify 3d shapes, including cuboids from 2d presentations.         

● To a) read and interpret information in tables including timetables b) complete information in tables including timetables S
t

a
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● To solve a) „difference‟ b) „sum‟  and c) „comparison‟  problems using information from line graphs        

 
 



 
Curriculum objective Year 6 

 

Evidence date Evidence date Evidence date Evidence date Evidence date Evidence date 

● To find pairs of numbers that satisfy number sentences involving two unknowns. 
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● To generate and describe linear number sequences.       

● To use simple formulae expressed in words.       

● To express missing number problems algebraically.       

● To recognise years written in Roman numerals and read to 1000 (M)       

● To solve number problems and practical problems       

● To calculate intervals across zero       

● To use negative numbers in context       

● To round any whole number to a required degree of accuracy.       

● To read, write, order and compare numbers at least to 10,000,000 and determine the value of each digit.       

● To solve number problems and practical problems that involve all of the above.  
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● To use estimation to check answers to calculations and determine, in the context of a problem, levels of accuracy.       

● To solve problems involving addition, subtraction, multiplication and division.       

● To solve addition and subtraction multi-step problems in contexts, deciding which operations and methods to use and why.       

● To use the knowledge of the order of the operations to carry out calculations involving the four operations       

● To identify common factors, common multiples and prime numbers.       

● To perform mental calculations, including with mixed operations and large numbers.       

● To interpret remainders as whole number remainders, fractions or by rounding, as appropriate for the context.       

● To divide numbers up to 4 digits by a two-digit whole number using the efficient written method of long division,       

● To multiply multi-digit numbers up to 4 digits by a two-digit whole number using the efficient written method of long multiplication.       

● To solve ratio and proportion problems involving unequal sharing and grouping using knowledge of fractions and multiples. 
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● To solve problems involving the relative size of two quantities where missing values can be found by using integer multiplication and division facts.       

● To divide proper fractions by whole numbers (
1/3 ÷ 2 = 

1/6). 
      

● To multiply simple pairs of proper fractions, writing the answer in its simplest form (
1/4 ÷ 

1/2 = 
1/8). 

      

● To add and subtract fractions with different denominators, using the concept of equivalent fractions.       

● To associate a fraction with division to calculate decimal fraction equivalents (0.375) for a simple fraction (
3/8). 

      

● To compare and order fractions, including fractions >1.       

● To use common factors to simplify fractions; use common multiples to express fractions in the same denomination.       

● To recall and use equivalences between simple fractions, decimals and percentages, including different contexts. 
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● To solve problems involving the calculation of percentages of whole numbers or measures and the use of percentages for comparison. 15% of 360.         

● To solve problems which require answers to be rounded to specified degrees of accuracy.       

● To use written division methods in cases where the answer has up to two decimal places.       

● To multiply one-digit numbers with up to two decimal places by whole numbers       

● To multiply and divide numbers by 10, 100, 1000 where the answers are up to three decimal places.       

● To identify the value of each digit to three decimal places        

● To a) calculate, b) estimate and c) compare volume of cubes and cuboids using standard units, including centimetre cubed (cm
3
) and cubic metres (m

3
) and extending to other units 

such as mm
3 

and km
3
. 
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● To recognise when it is necessary to use the formulae for area and volume of shapes.       

● To calculate the area of parallelograms and triangles.       

● To recognise that shapes with the same area can have different perimeters and vice versa.       

● To convert between miles and kilometres.       

● To use, read, write and convert between standard units, converting measurements of length, mass, volume and time from a smaller unit of measure to a larger unit, and vice versa 

using decimal notation to three decimal places.   

      

● To solve problems involving the calculation and conversion of units of measure, using decimal notation to three decimal places where appropriate.       

● To draw and translate simple shapes on the co-ordinate plane, and reflect them in the axes. 
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● To describe positions on the full co-ordinate grid (all four quadrants).         

● To recognise angles where they meet at a point, are on a straight line, or are vertically opposite, and find missing angles.       

● To illustrate and name parts of circles, including radius, diameter and circumference.       

● To find unknown angles in any triangles, quadrilaterals and regular polygons.       

● To compare and classify geometric shapes based on their properties and sizes       

● To recognise, describe and build simple 3D shapes, including making nets.       

● To draw 2D shapes using given dimensions and angles.       

● To convert km to m using a geographical representation.   
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● To draw graphs relating to two variables.         

● To calculate and interpret the mean as an average.       

● To a) interpret and b) construct pie charts and line graphs and use these to solve problems.       

 



Appendix 2 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Chancellor Park Primary School 

Written Methods and Calculation Policy 2014  

 

At Chancellor Park Primary School we have drawn up a progressive programme 

identifying the range of strategies for recording and working out calculations which our 

pupils will be taught.   

 

Children will move onto the next stage when they are competent at the method they 

are using.  In the early stages repetition and consolidation is needed for children to 

understand place value and numbers.  Therefore, all children will move at different 

rates and methods will be taught with that in mind rather than by the child’s age / 

class.  

 

This policy is intended to provide guidance to all staff on how to teach the four 

operations based upon providing pupils with a high-quality mathematics education and 

shares the aims of the national curriculum ‘pupils becoming fluent in the fundamentals 

of mathematics, including varied and frequent practice with increasingly complex 

problems over time, so that pupils develop conceptual understanding and the ability to 

recall and apply knowledge rapidly and accurately.’  In addition to this the policy also 

recognises that pupils may need some methods to be simplified or extended to suit 

their learning needs. 

 

This policy has been written using the Essex Education Service ‘Calculation Guidance 

2013/2014’, STEP Cluster and Chancellor Park Primary School’s previous calculation 

policy.  



Addition Calculation Guidance 

Year 1  - Pupils should be taught to: 

 

• read, write and interpret mathematical statements involving addition …equals (=) signs 
• represent and use number … within 20 
• add … one-digit and two-digit numbers to 20, including zero 

 solve one-step problems that involve addition …, using concrete objects and pictorial representations, and 
missing number problems. 

Year 2 - Pupils should be taught to: 
 

 Solve problems with addition…:  
 using concrete objects and pictorial representations, including those involving numbers, quantities and 

measures 

 applying their increasing knowledge of mental and written methods 
 recall and use addition … facts to 20 fluently, and derive and use related facts up to 100 
 add … numbers using concrete objects, pictorial representations, and mentally, including: 

- a two-digit number and ones 
- a two-digit number and tens 
- two two-digit numbers 
- adding three one-digit numbers 

• show that addition of two numbers can be done in any order (commutative)  
 recognise and use the inverse relationship between addition and subtraction and use this to check 

calculations and missing number problems. 

Year 3 - Pupils should be taught to: 
 
 add … numbers mentally, including: 
- a three-digit number and ones 
- a three-digit number and tens 
- a three-digit number and hundreds 
 add … numbers with up to three digits, using formal written methods of columnar addition  
 estimate the answer to a calculation and use inverse operations to check answers 

 solve problems, including missing number problems, using number facts, place value, and more complex 
addition. 

Year 4  - Pupils should be taught to: 
 

 add … numbers with up to 4 digits using the formal written methods of columnar addition … where 
appropriate 

 estimate and use inverse operations to check answers to a calculation 
 solve addition… two-step problems in contexts, deciding which operations and methods to use and why. 

Year 5  - Pupils should be taught to: 

 add … whole numbers with more than 4 digits, including using formal written methods (columnar addition) 

 add … numbers mentally with increasingly large numbers 
 use rounding to check answers to calculations and determine, in the context of a problem, levels of 

accuracy 
 solve addition… multi-step problems in contexts, deciding which operations and methods to use and why. 

Year 6  - Pupils should be taught to:  

 

 perform mental calculations, including with mixed operations and large numbers. 
 use their knowledge of the order of operations to carry out calculations involving the four operations 
 solve addition… multi-step problems in contexts, deciding which operations and methods to use and 

why 

 solve problems involving addition 
 use estimation to check answers to calculations and determine, in the context of a problem, levels of 

accuracy. 
 



STAGE 1 

Pictures / multilink to join / count together 

 Count on using number tracks / number lines / 100 grids to support. 

 

            

Develop concept of number bonds, initially to ten and then to 20.  

Record related number facts. 

e.g. 4 +5 = 9, 5 + 4 = 9, 9 = 4 + 5, 9 = 5 + 4 

                 

 

 

 

Develop writing numbers alongside dots:     4 + 3 

                                                             . .     . 

                                                             . .    . . 

 

STAGE 2 

Develop understanding of the equals sign / equality and the concept of ‘empty box’ questions. 

Record solutions to calculations such as 4 +      = 6. 

 

 

Use understanding of patterning, place value and partitioning  

to derive number facts.  

e.g. 5 + 3 = 8 (known fact) 

     TU + U 

     15 + 3 = 18 

     25 + 3 = 28 

      

Begin to use understanding of place value and partitioning to carry out addition of one- digit and two-digit 

numbers. 



STAGE 3  - Practical apparatus is used to support this, as are number tracks /100 squares and number lines. 

Record the outcomes of calculations in horizontal format. 

TU + U 

Continue to develop understanding of partitioning and place value and use this to support addition. 

 

41+ 8  

40 + 1 + 8 

40 + 9= 49 

 

TU + U  

Continue to develop addition by bridging to the next multiple of 10. 

45 + 7 

45 + 5 = 50  

50 + 2 = 52 

 

 

(STAGE 3 cont. )  

TU + TU  

Continue to develop understanding of partitioning and place value and use this to support addition. 

 

25 + 32  

20 + 30 = 50 

5 + 2 = 7 

50 + 7 = 57 

 

Where units combine to make totals greater than 10, regroup using partitioning  

skills 

25 + 36  

20 + 30 = 50 

5 + 6 = 11 

50 + 11 = 50 + 10 + 1= 61 

Pupils continue to determine when calculations are best carried out using mental strategies. 



STAGE 4 - REMEMBER: When pupils confident with concepts of partitioning and place value, horizontal 

recording can be replaced with recording in columns with a focus on place value.  Resources may need to be 

used alongside this method initially. 

 

Teach carrying and only use expanded method if appropriate/necessary (it could be modelled by teacher to 

further explain why carrying is necessary.  Continue to determine when calculations are best carried out using 

mental strategies. 

 

 

    T    U 

    4     1 

+        8 

4    9 

 

 

    T    U 

    4    5 

+        7 

5    2 

 

      1 

 

    T    U 

    2    5                                          

+  3    6 

    6    1 

   1 

 

    H   T    U 

    1    5    3 

+  2   6    6 

 4    1   9 

 1 

 



Subtraction Calculation Guidance 

Year 1 - Pupils should be taught to: 

 read, write and interpret mathematical statements involving …, subtraction (-) and equals (=) signs 
  represent and use number bonds and related subtraction facts within 20 
 … subtract one-digit and two-digit numbers to 20, including zero 
 solve one-step problems that involve … subtraction, using concrete objects and pictorial representations, and 

missing number problems such as 7 =    - 9. 

Year 2 - Pupils should be taught to: 

 solve problems with… subtraction: 
 using concrete objects and pictorial representations, including those involving numbers, quantities and 

measures 

 applying their increasing knowledge of mental and written methods 
 recall and use … subtraction facts to 20 fluently, and derive and use related facts up to 100 
 … subtract numbers using concrete objects, pictorial representations, and mentally, including: 
- a two-digit number and ones 
- a two-digit number and tens 
- two two-digit numbers 
- adding three one-digit numbers 

 show that addition of two numbers can be done in any order (commutative) and subtraction of one 
number from another cannot  

 recognise and use the inverse relationship between addition and subtraction and use this to check 
calculations and missing number problems 

Year 3 - Pupils should be taught to: 

 … subtract numbers mentally, including: 
- a three-digit number and ones 
- a three-digit number and tens 
- a three-digit number and hundreds 

 subtract numbers with up to three digits, using formal written methods of columnar subtraction 
 estimate the answer to a calculation and use inverse operations to check answers 
 solve problems, including missing number problems, using number facts, place value, and more complex 

addition and subtraction. 

Year 4 - Pupils should be taught to: 

 subtract numbers with up to 4 digits using the formal written methods of columnar, subtraction where apt 

 estimate and use inverse operations to check answers to a calculation 
 solve ..subtraction two-step problems in contexts, deciding which operations and methods to use and why. 

Year 5 

Pupils should be taught to: 

 … subtract whole numbers with more than 4 digits, including using formal written methods (columnar 
subtraction) 

 … subtract numbers mentally with increasingly large numbers 
 use rounding to check answers to calculations and determine, in the context of a problem, levels of accuracy 
 solve … subtraction multi-step problems in contexts, deciding which operations and methods to use and why. 

Year 6 

Pupils should be taught to:  
 perform mental calculations, including with mixed operations and large numbers. 

 use their knowledge of the order of operations to carry out calculations involving the four operations 
 solve … subtraction multi-step problems in contexts, deciding which operations and methods to use and why 
 solve problems involving addition, subtraction, multiplication and division 
 use estimation to check answers to calculations and determine, in the context of a problem, levels of 

accuracy. 
 

 



STAGE 1 

Using pictures take away the second number from the first number.                                     

(6-2) 

Count back using number tracks / number lines / 100 grids to support the development of the concept of 

subtraction as take away.  

             

 

Develop subtraction facts initially to ten and then to 20.  

Record related number facts (and make links to related addition facts) 

e.g. 9 - 4 = 5, 9 - 5 = 4  

     

 

STAGE 2 

Develop understanding of the equals sign / equality and the concept of ‘empty box’ questions. 

Record solutions to calculations such as 9-      = 5. 

 

Use understanding of patterning, place value and partitioning to derive number 

facts. 

e.g. 7 - 3 = 4 (known fact) 

TU - U 

17 – 3 – 14 

27 – 3 = 24 

 

Begin to use understanding of place value and partitioning to support subtraction of one-digit and two-

digit numbers. 

 

 

 

 

 



STAGE 3 - Practical apparatus are used to support this, as are number tracks /100 squares and 

number lines.  Record the outcomes of calculations in horizontal format.  E.g.  TU – U  27 – 6 = 21 

 

TU - U (Borrowing) 

Continue to develop subtraction by bridging to the previous multiple of 10 and adjusting. This method 

builds on mental methods and knowledge of number-bonds.  

41 – 8 = 33 

41 – 1 = 40  

40 – 7 = 33 

 

TU – TU Also continue to develop understanding of partitioning and place value and use this to support 

subtraction.  

                                                                        ***(When borrowing of 2d – 2d numbers use STAGE 4) 

95 – 34 = (60+1) = 61                                                           or use opposite for ‘informal method’.                                

  5 –   4 =         1                                                   

90 – 30 =  60                                                                                      95 – 37 = 58 

 

Pupils continue to continue to determine when calculations are best carried out using mental 

strategies. 

  



STAGE 4 – REMEMBER: When pupils confident with previous stages horizontal recording can begin to 

be replaced with recording in columns with a focus on place value.  Resources may need to be used 

alongside these methods initially. 

Only use expanded recording and apparatus to illustrate concept initially, if required, before moving 

towards the formal written method. (See Appendix 1 – Subtraction) 

 

Explore how the process relates to numbers with zeros as place holders 

 

 

    T     U                   

    4     8                         

-         7                      

    4     1     

          

 

    T    U                  T     U                   

    4    7                   4     7                                           

-         8               -         8                      

    3    9                  3     9                          

 

 

TU – TU 

 

     T    U 

     3    6 

-    2    5 

  1    1 

 

   T    U                   T     U                  (See pictorial examples using TU – U subtraction above) 

   4     5                   4     5                                           

-  2     6              -    2     6                      

                               1     9                           

1 3 

1 3 



        

HTU - HTU 

     

        H    T     U 

        3     3     6 

-   2     2     5 

  1     1     1 

    

    H    T    U 

    4     4    5 

-   2     6    3 

    1     8    2   

 

 

    H    T     U 

    4     0     5 

-   2     6     9 

    1     3     6   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1 3 

9                   

   1 

3 1 



Multiplication Calculation Guidance 

Year 1  
Pupils should be taught to: 

 solve one-step problems involving multiplication and division, by calculating the answer using 
concrete objects, pictorial representations and arrays with the support of the teacher. 

Year 2 - Pupils should be taught to: 

 recall and use multiplication … facts for the 2, 5 and 10 multiplication tables, including recognising odd 
and even numbers 

 calculate mathematical statements for multiplication … within the multiplication tables and write them 
using the multiplication (×), … and equals (=) signs 

 show that multiplication of two numbers can be done in any order (commutative) and division of one 
number by another cannot 

 solve problems involving multiplication … using materials, arrays, repeated addition, mental methods, 
and multiplication … including problems in contexts. 

Year 3 - Pupils should be taught to: 

 recall and use multiplication … facts for the 3, 4 and 8 multiplication tables 
 write and calculate mathematical statements for multiplication … using the multiplication tables that 

they know, including for two-digit numbers times one-digit numbers, using mental and progressing to 
formal written method 

 solve problems, including missing number problems, involving multiplication … including integer scaling 
problems and correspondence problems in which n objects are connected to m objects. 

Year 4 

Pupils should be taught to: 

 recall multiplication … facts for multiplication tables up to 12 × 12 
 use place value, known and derived facts to multiply … mentally, including: multiplying by 0 and 1; 

multiplying together three numbers 
 recognise and use factor pairs and commutativity in mental calculations 
 multiply two-digit and three-digit numbers by a one-digit number using formal written layout 

 solve problems involving multiplying and adding, including using the distributive law to multiply two 
digit numbers by one digit, integer scaling problems and harder correspondence problems such as n 
objects are connected to m objects. 

Year 5 

Pupils should be taught to: 

 solve problems involving multiplication and division where larger numbers are used by decomposing 
them into their factors 

 multiply numbers up to 4 digits by a one- or two-digit number using a formal written method, including 
long multiplication for two-digit numbers 

  multiply … numbers mentally drawing upon known facts 
 multiply … whole numbers and those involving decimals by 10, 100 and 1000 
 solve problems involving addition, subtraction, multiplication and division and a combination of these, 

including understanding the meaning of the equals sign 

 solve problems involving multiplication and division, including scaling by simple fractions and problems 
involving simple rates. 

Year 6 

Pupils should be taught to:  

 multiply multi-digit numbers up to 4 digits by a two-digit whole number using the formal written 
method of long multiplication  

 perform mental calculations, including with mixed operations and large numbers. 
 use their knowledge of the order of operations to carry out calculations involving the four operations 
 solve problems involving addition, subtraction, multiplication and division 
 use estimation to check answers to calculations and determine, in the context of a problem, levels of 

accuracy.  
 



STAGE 1 
Develop multiplication as repeated grouping (repeated addition of sets of the same size) using practical 

apparatus and diagrams. 

 

  

 

 

 

STAGE 2 

Develop the use of x and = symbols to record calculations horizontally. 

 

 

 

 

 

Use arrays and other practical apparatus to illustrate commutativity (that multiplication calculations can be 

carried out in any order) e.g. 2 x 5 arrives at the same product as 5 x 2.   

   

 

 

 

 

 

STAGE 3 

Begin to derive new facts from known facts:   e.g. 3 x 2 = 6 (known fact), 3 x 20 = 60,  300 x 2 = 600 etc. 

 

 

     

 

 

 

 



STAGE 4   

Begin to use understanding of place value and partitioning to carry out multiplication of two- digit by one -

digit numbers  

    1).      15 x 4                    4  x  5  = 20          

                                           4 x 10  = 40 

            10   5                     20 + 40 = 60 

 

Extend written approaches to HTU x U, then to Th,HTU x U.  Illustrate using partitioning approaches as 

required 

              215 x 4                  4 x 5   =    20 

                                          4 x 10  =    40 

         200   10     5              4 x 200 =  800 

                                  

                                     20 + 40 + 800 = 860 

***Stage 4 - Extended written approaches to HTU x TU and Th, HTU x TU.   

 

26 x 13  = 338          3 x 6= 18, 3 x 20 = 60, 6 x 10 = 60, 10 x 20 = 200  (18 + 60 + 60 + 200 = 338) 

 

226 x 13 = 2938      3 x 6 = 18,  3 x 20 = 60,  3 x 200 = 600,   10 x 6 = 60,  10 x 20 = 200,  10 x 200 = 2000 

                                                        (18 + 60 + 600 + 60 + 200 + 2000 = 2938       ***(See next page) 

STAGE 5 

Develop expanded recording in columns and then move to formal written method, using practical apparatus 

to support as required.  

       T         U 

        1        5 

 x               4 

        6        0 

        2 

         H       T      U                                         

          2       1       5 

 x                         4 

          8       6       0 

                   2 



      

***PLEASE NOTE:  If a child cannot move forwards after using column multiplication for 2 digit x by 1 digit,  

or 3 digit by 1 digit, go back to Stage 4 and use the extended written approach before trying 2 digit x 2 digit 

column multiplication.   

 

Develop expanded recording in columns and then move to formal written method of long multiplication, 

using practical apparatus to support as required. 

          

           H       T       U                                         

                     2       6                                                    

 x                  1       3                                   

                       7      8 

                        1 

        2          6         0 

        3          3         8 

        1 

           

 

           H       T       U                                         

            2        2       6                                           

 x                   1       3                                   

            6       7        8 

                     1 

     2      2      6        0 

     2      9      3        8      

             1 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 



Division Calculation Guidance 

Year 1  
Pupils should be taught to: 

 solve one-step problems involving … division, by calculating the answer using concrete objects, 
pictorial representations and arrays with the support of the teacher. 

Year 2 

Pupils should be taught to: 

 recall and use … division facts for the 2, 5 and 10 multiplication tables, including recognising odd and 
even numbers 

 calculate mathematical statements for … division within the multiplication tables and write them using 
the division (÷) and equals (=) signs 

 show that multiplication of two numbers can be done in any order (commutative) and division of one 
number by another cannot 

 solve problems involving … division, using materials, arrays, repeated addition, mental methods, and 
multiplication and division facts, including problems in contexts. 

Year 3 
Pupils should be taught to: 

 recall and use … division facts for the 3, 4 and 8 multiplication tables 
 write and calculate mathematical statements for … division using the multiplication tables that they 

know, including for two-digit numbers times one-digit numbers, using mental and progressing to formal 
written methods 

 solve problems, including missing number problems, involving … division, including integer scaling 
problems and correspondence problems in which n objects are connected to m objects. 

Year 4 

Pupils should be taught to: 

 recall …division facts for multiplication tables up to 12 × 12 
 use place value, known and derived facts to … divide mentally, including: dividing by 1;  

 recognise and use factor pairs and commutativity in mental calculations 

Year 5 

Pupils should be taught to: 

 solve problems involving …division where larger numbers are used by decomposing them into their 
factors 

 …divide numbers mentally drawing upon known facts 
 divide numbers up to 4 digits by a one-digit number using the formal written method of short division 

and interpret remainders appropriately for the context 

 … divide whole numbers and those involving decimals by 10, 100 and 1000 
 solve problems involving addition, subtraction, multiplication and division and a combination of these, 

including understanding the meaning of the equals sign 
 solve problems involving multiplication and division, including scaling by simple fractions and problems 

involving simple rates. 

Year 6 

Pupils should be taught to:  
 divide numbers up to 4 digits by a two-digit whole number using the formal written method of long 

division, and interpret remainders as whole number remainders, fractions, or by rounding, as 
appropriate for the context  

 perform mental calculations, including with mixed operations and large numbers. 
 use their knowledge of the order of operations to carry out calculations involving the four operations 
 solve problems involving addition, subtraction, multiplication and division 
 use estimation to check answers to calculations and determine, in the context of a problem, levels of 

accuracy. 
 



STAGE 1 
Develop division as sharing.   

(6 shared between 2 means “share 6 into 2 equal parts”) 

Notice the language / vocabulary. 

(6 divided by 2 means “how many 2‟s are in 6?)   

 

 

STAGE 2  

Develop an understanding of division using arrays and number lines  

showing repeated groups.   

 

 

 

 

STAGE 3 

 

Develop the use of ÷ and = symbols to record calculations horizontally 

Use arrays and other practical apparatus, 

to illustrate making of repeated groups 

 

 

 

Begin to carry out division of two- digit by one -digit numbers, first without remainders, then introducing 

remainders, illustrating this using informal methods first if required.  27 ÷ 3 

 

 

 

Begin to derive new facts from known facts, e.g. 6 ÷ 2  = 3 (known fact), 60 ÷ 2 = 30, 600 ÷ 2 = 300 

 

 

 

 



 

STAGE 4 - Move to develop the standard method for short division, first with no remainders, then with 

remainders, next carrying (no remainders), finally carrying (with remainders).  NOTE: written 49 ÷ 4 

However formal layout changes to the „bus stop‟ method.    

 

48 ÷ 4 

   

 

 

 

 

49 ÷ 4 

 

 

 

56 ÷ 4 

 

57 ÷ 4 

STAGE 4 (cont..) 

 

Extend written calculation methods to HTU ÷ U, then to ThHTU ÷ U, first with no remainders, then with 

remainders, illustrating this using informal methods first if required. 

 

1). No carrying forward required 

448 ÷ 4 

(as above, but with additional hundreds column) 

 

2). No carrying forward required, but with remainders 

449 ÷ 4 

(as above, but with additional hundreds column) 

 

3). Carrying forward required 

536 ÷ 4 



 

4). Carrying forward required, but with remainders 

539 ÷ 4 

    

 

Include: fractions as remainders and as decimals 

 

e.g. 57 ÷ 4 = 14 r 1  (which is 14 ¼ )         1      4       .   2      5   

 

                                                              4) 5      7       .    0      0 

 

STAGE 5 

 

Extend written approaches to the formal method of long division when dividing by two-digit numbers.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Include: fractions as remainders and as decimals 

 

 

 

 

 

 

             2   8  r  1 2 

1 5)  4   3   2 

        3   0 

        1   3   2 

        1   2   0 

1 2 
 

1 1 2 



Appendix 1  

 

Addition 

 

Only use expanded recording if appropriate to explore concept. The method could be modeled by the 

teacher to further explore the concept of addition. 

 

   T    U 

   4    5 

+ 4    6 

1 1 
8    0 

9    1 

 

    H   T    U 

    1    5    3 

+  2   6    6 

            9 

 1   1    0 

 3   0    0 

 4   1    9 

Subtraction  

 

    T    U                   

    4     8                        4 0   +    8 

-         7                     -                7 

                                     4 0   +   1 =  4 1 

 

    T    U                   

    4     7        4 0   +    7           3 0   +  1 7 

-         8       -                8       -                8 

                                              3 0   +     9 = 3 9 

 



      T    U 

      3    6                       3 0   +   6           

- 2    5                     - 2 0   +   5 
                               1 0   +   1   = 1 1 

 

      T    U 

      4    5        4 0   +   5          3 0     +   1 5       

- 2    6      - 2 0   +   6      -   2 0     +      6 
                                        1 0     +      9   = 1 9   

    

   

      H   T    U 

      3    3    6                       3 0 0   +   3 0   +   6           

- 2    2    5                     - 2 0 0   +   2 0   +   5 

                                    1 0 0    +  1 0   +   1 = 1 1 1 

 

      H    T    U 

      4     4    5                      4 0 0   +   4 0   +    5                     

-  2    6    3                    - 2 0 0   +   6 0   +    3                 

                                                                        2                                                                          

 

3 0 0   +   1 4 0     +     5            3 0 0   +   1 4 0     +     5  

-     2 0 0   +     6 0     +     3        -   2 0 0   +      6 0     +     3         

                        8 0    +      2            1 0 0  +      8 0     +      2 = 1 8 2 

With place holders 

        H    T    U 

        4     0    5                      4 0 0   +      0   +    5                     

      - 2     6    9                    - 2 0 0   +   6 0   +    9                 

 

 

    3 0 0   +   1 0 0     +     5             3 0 0   +   9 0   +   1 5          

-   2 0 0   +      6 0     +     9        -   2 0 0   +   6 0   +      9 

                                                      1 0 0  +   3 0    +     3  =1 3 3 



Multiplication 

         T         U                                         

1    5                                          
 x                 4                                   

         2         0    (5  x  4)                          

         4         0  (10  x  4)                          

         6         0 

 

         H       T      U                                         

1  1      5                                           
 x                         4                                   

                   2       0     ( 5    x  4)                       

                   4       0   ( 10    x  4)                               

          8       0       0  ( 200   x  4) 

          8       6        

          

           H       T       U                                         

                     2       6                                                    

 x                  1       3                                  

                     1      8    (    6  x   3)                                

                     6      0   (   20  x   3)                                

                     6      0   (     6  x 10)                    

           2        0      0   (   10  x 20)                    

           3        3      8                                         

           1       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

          H       T       U                                         

            2        2       6                                           

 x                  1       3                                  

                     1      8   (     6  x   3)                     

                     6      0   (   20  x   3)                               

          6         0      0   ( 200  x   3)                

                     6      0   (     6  x 10)                          

           2        0      0   (  20   x 10)                        

   2      0        0     0    ( 200  x 10)            

   2      9       3      8 

          1     

 

Division 

 

              2   8   r  1 2 

1 5 )  4   3   2   

         3   0   0     (15 x 20) 

         1   3   2  

         1   2   0     (15 x 8) 

1 2 
  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 


